
'COOLIE NO 1' DUO VARUN
DHAWAN-SARA ALI KHAN

KICKSTART PROMOTIONS WITH
'THE KAPIL SHARMA SHOW'

TO WATCH ALL THE LATEST GOSSIP IN ENTERTAINMENT,WATCH CHANNEL Y ROGERS 857, BELLFIBE 828, TELUS 2418

HAPPY BIRTHDAY RAVEENA
TANDON: ACTOR'S FIRST LOOK
FROM YASH'S 'KGF CHAPTER 2'

UNVEILED

INTERIM COURT GRANTS RELIEF AGAINST
ARREST OF NAWAZUDDIN SIDDIQUI,

FAMILY IN MOLESTATION CASE

NEHA KAKKAR CHANGES HER NAME ON INSTAGRAM
AFTER WEDDING WITH ROHANPREET SINGH

SHRUTI HAASAN: NOT DISAPPOINTED AT
NOT GETTING TO ACT IN MORE HINDI FILMS

BOXING DAY TEST IN MELBOURNE AS DATES
CONFIRMED FOR INDIA'S TOUR OF AUSTRALIA

'KGF CHAPTER 2' STARS YASH IN THE LEAD
ROLE AND ALSO MARKS BOLLYWOOD

ACTOR SANJAY DUTT'S KANNADA DEBUT

BIGG BOSS 14 HAS BECOME SO BORING:
KAVITA KAUSHIK

VARUN DHAWAN AND SARA ALI KHAN
POSED FOR THE PAPS WHILE STEPPING
OUT FOR 'COOLIE NO 1' PROMOTIONS

NEHA KAKKAR, WHO MARRIED ROHANPREET SINGH IN DELHI LAST WEEK, HAS NOW ADDED MRS?SINGH TO HER NAME ON INSTAGRAM.
THE TWO HAVE BEEN SHARING PICTURES AND VIDEOS FROM THE WEDDING FESTIVITIES ON THE PHOTOBLOGGING PLATFORM. SINGER
NEHA KAKKAR HAS ADDED MRS SINGH TO HER NAME ON INSTAGRAM, DAYS AFTER HER GRAND NUPTIALS WITH SINGER ROHANPREET SINGH.
THEIR WEDDING FESTIVITIES SPANNED OVER A NUMBER OF DAYS, WITH FUNCTIONS TAKING PLACE IN MUMBAI, DELHI AND CHANDIGARH. NEHA
AND ROHANPREET’S ROKA CEREMONY TOOK PLACE ON SEPTEMBER 21 IN MUMBAI. THE CELEBRATIONS IN DELHI KICKED OFF WITH
HALDI AND MEHENDI CEREMONIES AS WELL AS A SANGEET NIGHT ON OCTOBER 23. THE FOLLOWING DAY, THEY GOT MARRIED IN AN
ANAND KARAJ CEREMONY AT A GURDWARA IN THE MORNING. IN THE EVENING, THEY TIED THE KNOT ACCORDING TO HINDU RITUALS.

NAWAZUDDIN SIDDIQUI'S ESTRANGED WIFE
AALIYA HAD FILED A MOLESTATION CASE
AGAINST THE ACTOR AND HIS BROTHERS

151614

Sunday saw three new housemates – Kavita Kaushik, Naina Singh
and Shardul Pandit – entering Bigg Boss 14. The trio interacted with
Salman Khan on the stage, and gave a glimpse of what one can expect
from them on the show. FIR fame Kavita said she has been a fan of Bigg Boss
and promised to add some entertainment to the otherwise “boring” season. In an
exclusive chat with indianexpress.com, the actor opened up about her participa-
tion, competition and even described the contestants in her own style. I think the
timing. The unthinkable is happening and the pandemic has made me realise
that I was being too rigid. They have been approaching me from the
first season, and although it’s always so
tempting, I have always said no. Bigg
Boss is a show that’s watched by the whole
world. It’s on such a popular channel and to be
honest, the budgets are great. There was a lot
of temptation but what put me off every
time were the fights. It was mental
tor ture. However, I have
realised that the world has
now become a similar
place. Whatever you say,
even if it’s a good thing or
not, a lot of criticism comes your
way. The whole bar rier has now
dropped and so I thought what’s
the harm. Also, it’s still scary to
go out and given the team is tak-
ing so much precaution, it was
the per fect timing.

Popular actress Shruti Haasan doesn’t seem to be too worried about
not having acted in more Bollywood movies since debuting with the
Soham Shah directed Hindi film Luck in 2009.
Her last Hindi film release was Tigmanshu Dhulia directorial Yaara,
which is currently streaming on Zee5.
Shruti, daughter of versatile actor Kamal Haasan, however, has carved
a niche for herself in South Indian cinema with several successful
films in both Tamil and Telugu. So she wasn’t amused when asked if
she was disappointed at not getting to act in more Hindi projects.
“Are you disappointed? because I am not. I am super thankful for all
the films I have done in all the languages,” she shot back.
Back on the sets with the easing of COVID-19 lockdown curbs, she finds the
experience surreal.
“…it definitely is a weird experience! very surreal. At first, I shot for a shor t
film after being alone for almost six
months and all I could think about
was how weird it was to be back
on set,” she told PTI.
“…overall I do believe that we can
improve systems of safety espe-
cially with large numbers of people
on a movie set,” she added.
Shruti said the lockdown
has been a great learning ex-
perience for her in being cre-
ative in understanding herself
better and “most of all in learn-
ing to be thankful for what we
actually have.”

I DETAILS ON PAGE 19

MELBOURNE: The Indian cricket team will get an additional Day/
Night warm-up game in Sydney as a tune-up to the series-opening
Pink Ball Test against Australia in Adelaide from December 17, the
host board announced on Wednesday unveiling the full schedule of
the 69-day engagement. The tour will include a 14-day quarantine-
cum-training period in Sydney star ting November 12 for the Indians
who will fly in after the Indian Premier League (IPL) final on Novem-
ber 10. he Border-Gavaskar Trophy will begin with a day-night encounter at
the Adelaide Oval on December 17, followed by Tests at the Melbourne Cricket
Ground (December 26), the Sydney Cricket Ground (January 7) and the Gabba
(January 15). As per BCCI's demands, there is a week's gap between the Boxing
Day Test at the MCG and the New Year's Test at the SCG. "India's squad will arrive
in Sydney on November 12 subject to Australian Border Force travel authorisation
and the appropriate depar ture-approvals. The team will quarantine in Sydney prior
to the first match of the series on November 27," Cricket Australia (CA) stated in
a media release. "...CA can also confirm dates for tour matches ahead
of the Test series. India A will take on Australia A at Drummoyne Oval
(New South Wales) (December 6-8), and India will play Australia A in
a day-night match at the Sydney Cricket Ground (December 11-13),"
the release stated. According to the release, the three-match ODI
Series will have matches at the Sydney Cricket Ground (November
27, 29) and Manuka Oval, Canberra (December 2). That will be followed by
the three-match T20 International Series at Manuka Oval, Canberra (De-
cember 4) and the Sydney Cricket Ground (December 6, 8).
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Gauahar Khan sends birthday
wishes to Zaid Darbar, shares

photos twinning in white

After dismissing rumours of getting married to choreographer
and Bollywood composer Ismail Darbar's son, Zaid Darbar, ac-
tress Gauahar Khan cannot stop gushing about her rumoured
boyfriend while wishing him on the occasion of his bir thday. On
Saturday, Gauahar took to her Instagram handle to send an ador-
able and hear t-warming bir thday wish to Zaid.  Alongside colour-
coordinated photos from Zaid's bir thday celebrations, Gauahar
wrote, "zaid_darbar you are a blessing and may your life be
filled with all the happiness, health, wealth and success! Ameen!
Have the most amazing year ahead Zeddy! From being the most
Amazing (also hot) human, to being the reason to me smiling
from ear to ear, to moments of me wanting to strangle you (when
you trouble me) , being goofy comes easy when I`m with you ,to
your caring side settling my hair before we click pictures, it only
makes you the bestest! I pray for you from the bottom of my
hear t." Bollywood composer Ismail Darbar`s son Zaid is a cho-
reographer and social media influencer. A few days ago, rumours
were rife that Gauahar and Zaid are all set to be married in
November. However, speaking to IANS, Gauahar dismissed all
such speculations. "These are just rumours. If there will be any-
thing I will let you all know about it," she said. Among videos that
had sparked the rumours is one uploaded by Gauahar where the
two can be seen sharing steps on Neha Kakkar and Parmish
Verma`s song "Diamond da challa". At the end of the clip, Zaid
goes on his knees and slips a ring on Gauahar`s finger, making
fans wondered if it is a real proposal. ""Ye hai Gaane ka asar YA
mann ki baat .... ??? Jaldi Batao .....#GaZa killing it ...
#dropYourLove @zaid_darbar Ssshhhhhhhhhhh ...
#diamonddachalla," Gauahar had captioned the post. Earlier, in an
interview with Times of India, Zaid said, "We are just family friends,"
adding that his entire family is very fond of Gauahar. Meanwhile,
spilling the beans on his son Zaid and Gauahar's relationship, Ismail
Darbar told ETimes in a recent interview, ""Gauahar was with us
for nearly 4 hours; we had a biryani dinner together. If the vibes
are not good, I don't think one can sit for more than 4 minutes
with anybody in today's times. My son Zaid has told me that they
are serious about each other. I have absolutely no objection."

CANADIAN MUSIC ICON, SARAH MCLACHLAN
TO HEADLINE OSLER FOUNDATION’S FIRST-EVER
VIRTUAL GALA BENEFIT CONCERT FUNDRAISER

BRAMPTON/ETOBICOKE: The highly anticipated annual Gala Benefit Con-
cer t in support of William Osler Health System Foundation (Osler Founda-
tion) will look a little different this year, but guests can still expect an incred-
ible show¡Xfrom the comfor t of home! Canadian music icon, Sarah McLachlan
will be the headliner for the 9th annual concer t, which will move online for the
first time to accommodate health and safety precautions necessary in the
wake of the COVID-19 pandemic.
In addition to live and silent auctions, this free event will feature perfor-
mances by the Grammy and Juno Award winning singer-songwriter. The
event is being held in celebration and suppor t of the front line staff and
physicians who have worked tirelessly across William Osler Heath System
(Osler) hospitals throughout the pandemic and beyond.
¡§The physicians and staff across our hospitals have been working around
the clock for months to meet the immense demands of the COVID-19 pan-
demic,¡¨ said Ken Mayhew, President and CEO, Osler Foundation.
*They are our Health Care Heroes and this year, our Gala Benefit Concert is
dedicated to them. Now, more than ever, we pay tribute to those who enable
compassionate life-saving health care close to home.¨
Funds raised through events like the Gala Benefit concert help Osler provide
exceptional care when it¡¦s needed most. Though a physical event is not
possible this year, everyone is invited to attend vir tually to say thank you to
our local health care heroes and raise vital funds to support their work.
The event is generously sponsored by DG Group (presenting sponsor), LiUNA!
Local 183, Almag Aluminum Inc., Armour Insurance Brokers Ltd., Mrs. Lois
Rice, Mercedes-Benz Brampton, S. Robinson & Associates of RBC Domin-
ion Securities, and Sodexo Canada.
Key facts about the Osler Foundation Gala Benefit Concert:
*Funds raised through this vir tual event will help fund essential equipment
such as ventilators, electric beds, vital signs monitors and vein finders across
Osler¡¦s three sites ¡V Etobicoke General Hospital, Peel Memorial Centre for
Integrated Health and Wellness and Brampton Civic Hospital.
* Guests can register for this free event at oslerconcer t.ca.
To learn more about sponsorship oppor tunities, please call Osler Foundation

at (905) 863-2579. Sponsorship opportunities can include a VIP dinner at home,
company logo placement, and recognition in select marketing materials.
ABOUT WILLIAM OSLER HEALTH SYSTEM and FOUNDATION:
William Osler Health System is a hospital system, which includes Brampton
Civic Hospital, Peel Memorial Centre for Integrated Health and Wellness and
Etobicoke General Hospital, and serves 1.3 million residents of Brampton,
Etobicoke and surrounding communities within the Central West region.
Osler’s emergency depar tments are among the busiest in Canada and its
labour and delivery program is one of the largest in the province. William
Osler Health System Foundation seeks to create a healthier community
through giving by inspiring its communities to invest in exceptional health
care close to home.

INTERIM COURT GRANTS RELIEF AGAINST ARREST OF
NAWAZUDDIN SIDDIQUI, FAMILY IN MOLESTATION CASE

The Allahabad High Court on Sunday granted interim relief against arrest of
actor Nawazuddin Siddiqui and three of his family members in connection
with a molestation case filed by his estranged wife. However, the third brother,
Minazuddin, failed to get relief from the court as his petition was junked by a
division bench of Justices Manoj Mishra and Sanjay Kumar Pachauri. "However,
considering that specific allegation of child abuse is against the petitioner no. 1
(Minajhuddin Siddiqi) only and the rest of the Petitioners have been implicated by
levelling general allegation, we deem it appropriate to dispose of this writ petition
by providing that in so far as the petitioner no. 2 (Faiyajuddin Siddiqi); petitioner no.
3 (Ayajuddin Siddiqi); petitioner no. 4 (Mehrunisha Siddiqi); and petitioner no. 5

(Nawajuddin Siddiqi) are concerned, the investigation shall continue and brought
to its logical conclusion but they shall not be arrested in the above case till submis-
sion of police report under Section 173 (2) CrPC, provided they co-operate in the
investigation," the justices noted. The High Cour t observed that the allegations
made in the FIR were essentially in two par ts as per which the first part was in
respect of the role of petitioner no. 1, which related to child abuse and the second
part was in respect of the entire family of the petitioner no. 1 ganging against the
informant. From the allegations, it also appears that respondent no. 4 (Aaliya)
has taken a decision to take a divorce from petitioner no 5 (Nawazuddin
Siddiqui), the Bench said.

Sarah McLachlan headlines William Osler Health System
Foundation’s virtual Gala Benefit Concert on November 20, 2020.
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Happy Birthday Raveena Tandon: Actor's first
look from Yash's 'KGF Chapter 2' unveiled

On the occasion of her bir thday today, actor Raveena Tandon treated
her fans with the first look of her character in KGF Chapter 2. The actor
will be returning to the silver screen in the powerful role of Ramika
Sen in the film.
Introducing her character on Twitter on Monday, she wrote, "THE gavel
to brutality!!! Presenting #RamikaSen from #KGFChapter2. Thanks
KGF team for the gift."
In the picture, Raveena can be seen sitting on a bench with moist
eyes, wearing a maroon sari, with authority and power. KGF follows
Rocky (Yash), who rises from pover ty to become the king of a gold
mine. The film stars Yash in the lead role and also marks Bollywood
actor Sanjay Dutt's Kannada debut. Dutt is all set to begin shooting for

the film in November. Yash, Prakash Raj, and Malavika Avinash had
resumed shooting of the film in August.
On the work front, Raveena is currently shooting for her debut web
series in Dalhousie, Himachal Pradesh. Speaking about the same,
she had said, "I am looking forward to resume shooting. It is very
impor tant for all us to take all kinds of safety precautions. We have
travelled by adhering to all Covid-19 guidelines." "Personally, I am
very par ticular about safety and hygiene during these COVID times
and me and the entire cast and crew will be adhering to strict social
distancing norms," she added. Raveena who was a popular film fig-
ure in the 90s is best knows for her films like Mohra, Andaz Apna
Apna, Laadla, Dulhe Raja, Shool, Aks, Daman, Satta, and Maatr.

'I still like him': Priyanka Chopra on spending time
with Nick Jonas during coronavirus pandemic

Priyanka Chopra Jonas and Nick Jonas, for the first time in their rela-
tionship, spent maximum time with each other during the coronavirus
pandemic. The couple has been living at their lavish abode in Los
Angeles while enjoying their time to the fullest. However, they had
been working continuously, cour tesy of the vir tual world during the
lockdown. Moreover, now Priyanka had headed to Europe where she
is shooting for Matrix 4 making her first outing in the hit franchise.
During a recent interaction with Today, Priyanka was asked about
quarantining with Nick and something which they learned while being
together. To which she gave an interesting reply. The actor stated,
"That I still like him after spending so much time with him. He's great,

and we would've never had as much time with each other as we got
during this quarantine." PeeCee added, "It only took a global pan-
demic for us to align our schedules together, but that was definitely a silver
lining is to be able to be home. And we moved into a new house, and we had time
to kind of do it up together and incubate, which was great." Talking about her
productivity during the lockdown, Priyanka said, "I mean I have to say I was very
productive during this quarantine...I spent a lot of time on my health
and wellness and eating right and being a creative person I guess I
continued to work. I finished my memoir, which is on pre-order on
Amazon, and at the same time I have a developmental deal with
Amazon, so I got a lot of shows done for them."

Mandira Bedi welcomes baby
girl Tara Bedi Kaushal

Mandira Bedia and her husband Raj Kaushal have wel-
comed a baby girl into their family. The couple has adopted
a four-year-old baby girl and named her Tara Bedi Kaushal.
Mandira made the announcement through her Instagram
post. The couple, already blessed with a 9-year-old son
Vir Kaushal, welcomed Tara into their family . In her
Instagram post, Mandira said that Tara became a par t of
their family, af ter which Raj commented that their family
is 'now complete'. The couple adopted the baby girl on
July 28, 2020. Mandira announced the news with a photo
of the family in their home. Tara sat besides Mandira and
Raj, while Vir stood for the photo. "She has come to us.
Like a blessing from above. Our little girl, Tara. Four years
and a bit. With eyes that sparkle like stars. Sister to her
Vir. Welcoming her home. With open arms and pure love.
Grateful, thankful. blessed. Tara Bedi Kaushal. Became a
par t of our family on 28th July 2020," wrote Bedi while
sharing the image. Mandira had announced the news in
2019 in an interview with Hindustan Times itself. She had
said, “Raj and I wanted a sister for Vir. My son is eight and
we are looking at adopting a girl who could be between
two-and-a-half to four-years-old. We have already thought
of a name for her. We are going to call her Tara.”
Mandira Bedi, best remembered for her role in the iconic
'Dilwale Dulhania Le Jayenge', got married to Raj in 1999.
The 48-year-old has currently been giving fans major fit-
ness and vacationing goals through her Instagram posts.

Aishwarya Rai Bachchan, Kangana
Ranaut, Ajay Devgn, Kajol, other

celebs extend good wishes

The entire country is celebrating the auspicious occasion
of Dussehra or Vijay Dashmi, a horde of Bollywood celeb-
rities also took to their receptive social media accounts
and extended warm greetings to their fans including
Aishwarya Rai and Abhishek Bachchan, Madhuri Dixit,
Ajay Devgn, Kajol, and Kangana Ranaut, and others.
Aishwarya, in her post, spoke about 'Karma', highlighting
the similarity in the names of Ram and Ravana. She wrote,
"Happy Dussehra all."
The picture read, "Everyone has the same start but the end
is decided by Karma." Meanwhile, Abhishek took to his
Twitter account and wrote, "Wishing you a bright, happy
and peaceful Dussehra and a hear tfelt Vijayadashami
#HappyDussehra."
Manoj Bajpayee shared a special video showing the Suraj
Pe Mangal Bhari poster, which features his character, with
multiple heads, just like Ravana. Manoj captioned his post
saying, "May this festival of triumph bring a token of luck
for you and both Suraj and Mangal in their epic face-off!
#HappyDussehra!"
Kangana Ranaut also wished her fans on Twitter and wrote,
"My broken dream smiling in your face Sanjay Raut, Pappu
sena could break my house but not my spirit, Banglow
number 5 is celebrating the triumph of good over evil to-
day." Kriti Sanon shared a quote on Twitter and wrote,
"Happy Dussehra to everyone! I truly believe that we all
have good as well as evil within us.. Let us choose to see
the Good.. in ourselves as well as in others! Let us think
and speak Good over Evil!." While Kajol and Ajay Devgn
said, "Dussehra is a festival when good always triumphs
over Evil. Let’s all maintain social distance, wear masks
and defeat the common evil #HappyDussehra."
"Let’s all burn our judgments and negativity this Dussehra.
Wishing you a posi t ive and calm year ahead.
#HappyDussehra," Kajol wrote.

After Akshay Kumar, now actor Sonu Sood took to his Twitter and ex-
pressed his happiness for Sanjay Dutt who recently announced that he is
cancer-free after being diagnosed with lung cancer earlier. Sonu Sood
wrote, "Love you Baba.. I am waiting for you on our sets. #prithviraj."
Earlier, Akshay Kumar had also tweeted saying, "BeBaba...s! So good to
hear this baba. Looking forward to seeing you on set real soon."
For the uninformed, Sanjay Dutt had recently announced on his kids' 10th
birthday that he has recovered from his recent health scare.
He wrote, "The last few weeks were very difficult time for my family and
me. But like they say, God gives the hardest battles to the strongest sol-
diers. And today, on the occasion of my kid’s birthday, I am happy to come
out victorious from this battle and be able to give them the best gift I can-

the health and well being of our family."  He also thanked his fans and well-
wishers for their constant suppor t and well-wishes. He wrote, "This wouldn’t
have been possible without the unwavering faith and support from all of
you. I am eternally grateful to my family, friends, and all the fans who have
stood by me and been my source of strength through this trying time.
Thank you for the love, kindness, and the countless blessings that you
have sent my way." Thanking his doctors in his long note, Dutt wrote, "I am
especially grateful to Dr Sewanti and her team of doctors, nurses, and
medical staff at Kokilaben Hospital who have taken such good care of me
in the last few weeks. Humbled and grateful."  It was back in August that
Sanjay Dutt had announced on social media that he was taking a break
from work for medical reasons.

SONU SOOD AWAITS SANJAY DUTT'S ARRIVAL ON AKSHAY KUMAR
STARRER 'PRITHVIRAJ' SETS AFTER RECOVERY FROM CANCER
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'Coolie No 1' duo Varun Dhawan-Sara Ali Khan
kickstart promotions with 'The Kapil Sharma Show'

Yuvraj Singh drops trolling
comment on ex-girlfriend Kim
Sharma's throwback photo

In just two months, during the Christmas weekend, Varun Dhawan
and Sara Ali khan star ter Coolie No 1 will be streamed on Amazon
Prime Video. The film directed by David Dhawan is the remake of his
90s film of the same name which starred Govinda and Karisma Kapoor
in the lead roles. Now, Varun and Sara have finally kickstarted the
promotions of Coolie No 1 and their first stop is The Kapil Sharma
Show. On Sunday, the actors were clicked by the paparazzi while
visiting Kapil Sharma's comedy-talk show. In the photos, Varun spor ted
a handsome look in a black shir t and black ripped jeans with a pair of
black and white sneakers. On the other hand, Sara looked pretty in a
one-shoulder Fuschia pink jumpsuit with floral white peep-toes. She
styled her hair in a high ponytail. Coolie No 1 also stars Paresh Rawal,
Javed Jaffrey, Johnny Lever, Rajpal Yadav among others. The out-

and-out comedy film is produced by Vashu Bhagnani, Jackky Bhagnani
and Deepshikha Deshmukh. Coolie No 1 has been extensively shot in
Bangkok, Goa and Mumbai.
While talking about his role in the film, Rajpal had earlier said, "The
role I'm playing has a resemblance to Shakti Kapoor's role in the
previous Coolie No 1. It was very fun to play. This is my third collabo-
ration with Varun Dhawan as we had done Main Tera Hero and Judwaa
2 before. It was the first time with Sara. But it was a great working
experience with them. Varun is very humble and respects me a lot.
He is like my younger brother. He is so humble and kind with every-
one on set. I have known him since his childhood when he used to
come on set with his father as I have seen him grow. And now I'm
working with him as costar it feels amazing."

Rohanpreet Singh moves Neha Kakkar to tears;
serenades singer in viral video from wedding reception

Neha Kakkar and Rohanpreet Singh's wedding has been the talk to the
town for the past few days. Amid this, a new video has emerged on
the internet in which Rohanpreet Singh can be seen serenading Neha
Kakkar with a sweet song.
In the viral video, Rohanpreet can be heard singing, "Main vadaa
kariyaan... tenu chadd ke na javaan (I promise I will never leave you
and go)."  For the uninformed, the couple got married on Saturday
af ternoon in Anand Karaj, a traditional Sikh wedding ceremony, which
was followed by exchanging garlands.
Neha and Rohanpreet opted for an attire which was inspired by Virat
Kohli and Anushka Sharma's wedding. Neha wore an embellished
baby pink lehenga choli with a dupatta on her head, just like Anushka
wore for her destination wedding in Tuscany. On the other hand, while
Virat had donned a white kur ta for his wedding, Rohanpreet Singh

colour co-ordinated with Neha and went for a pink attire instead. He
also chose a pink turban for the garland exchange ceremony.
A fan account shared videos of Neha and Rohanpreet Singh taking
pheras in the traditional Anand Karaj.
The couple's images and videos from their haldi and mehendi cer-
emony had also gone viral as soon as they came out including vid-
eos from their engagement and sangeet ceremony have been mak-
ing rounds of the internet, and winning hear ts.
Neha and Rohanpreet made their relationship official earlier this
month - on October 9. Their loved-up photos and social media PDA
received a lot of love from fans all across.
Before their real wedding, Neha and Rohanpreet also came up with
a wedding video. The clip was called #NehuDaVyah, which was
one of the hashtags for their real-life wedding too.

There are many former couples in the enter tainment in-
dustry who have proved that exes can be friends too. One
of the best examples is of former cricketer Yuvraj Singh
and actor Kim Sharma. The estranged couple was dating
each other many years back and at the cricketer's retire-
ment party Kim grabbed eyeballs by marking her pres-
ence. Singh married actor Hazel Keech while Kim and her
husband Ali Punjani went separate ways.
Recently Kim took to her Instagram page and shared a
throwback photo in a bikini posing at the beach. She is
seen holding a sur fboard while looking at the sea. Kim
captioned her post stating, "What’s better than a day at the
beach? #notmuch #flashback."
Soon after that, Yuvraj lef t a trolling comment on her post
which read as "Gaon basaa nahi basta lekar pahunch gai
hain madam." To which Kim replied, "English, please."
Earlier while talking about their break, a source had told
The Times of India, "The truth is that Kim had become
obsessive and terribly abusive – that was the reason for
Yuvraj to call the relationship off. She would keep calling
him up all the time and disturb him. It was killing his
confidence. This is especially true of the time he was in
Pakistan – but Yuvi avoided any kind of retaliation."
Soon after her separation from husband Ali, Kim was dat-
ing Paltan actor Harshvardhan Rane. However, after se-
vere public outings, repor ts star ted sur facing that the
couple are not together anymore.

Two months af ter Bollywood megastar Amitabh Bachchan
recovered from COVID-19, it was repor ted by various
media outlets that the actor was admitted to the Nanavati
Hospital in Mumbai on Saturday.
However, DNA confirmed with their sources and have found
out that Bachchan is NOT admitted to the hospital and is at
his home in Mumbai. Media outlets reported that the 78-
year-old was admitted for an injury and has been receiv-
ing treatment since Saturday which is not true.  Earlier
today, Amitabh Bachchan took to his Instagram account
and shared a glimpse of a square in the Polish city of
Wroclaw, which has been named af ter his late father, dis-
tinguished Hindi poet Harivansh Rai Bachchan. He called
it a moment of immense pride for his family and India.

FACT CHECK: AMITABH
BACHCHAN ADMITTED TO

NANAVATI HOSPITAL?

KANGANA RANAUT HITS BACK AT SANJAY RAUT AS DUSSEHRA CELEBRATIONS
TAKE PLACE IN HER BUNGALOW DEMOLISHED BY BMC

Kangana Ranaut has attacked the Maharashtra Government aka the
Shiv Sena members once again this week. The actress now shared
images of people celebrating the festival of Dussehra in her Mumbai
bungalow, which was par tly-demolished by the BMC. Dussehra is also
known as Vijaydashami and it marks the end of Navratri.
Kangana has now hit out at Shiv Sena leader Sanjay Raut in her latest
tweet and addressed Shiv Sena as 'pappu sena', while talking about the
celebrations in her Mumbai home-cum-office. This is the third time that
Kangana mentioned them in her tweet during the Navratri festival. "My
broken dream smiling in your face Sanjay Raut, Pappu sena could
break my house but not my spirit, Banglow number 5 is celebrating the
triumph of good over evil today #HappyDussehra," she tweeted while
sharing images from the celebrations. The actress shared two pictures - one of the gate of her bungalow (number 5) and another of the
Lord Hanuman statue with garland on it. Incence sticks and diya was also burnt as part of the ritual of worshipping Gods in India.
For the uninformed, Kangana is still in Himachal Pradesh and has been stating that she would be back in Mumbai soon. The actress had
recently been par t of her brother's wedding celebration with sister Rangoli Chandel.
While Kangana left for her home in Himachal Pradesh with Rangoli, a new case has been filed against the sisters back in Mumbai. They
have been accused of inciting communal violence, and of trying to defame the Maharashtra Government, Shiv Sena.
Meanwhile, she has also been fighting a case after her bungalow was demolished by the BMC once she returned to Mumbai after a
verbal spat with Raut. Kangana is demanding Rs 2 crore compensation for demolishing her bungalow, while BMC has been claiming
they had sent her a notice before demolishing her bungalow.

'Don’t include me in your games':
Salman Khan confronts 'Bigg

Boss 14' contestant Rubina Dilaik
After Bigg Boss 14 contestants Rubina Dilaik's recent com-
ments against Salman Khan, the host in the Weekend Ka
Vaar episode confronted Rubina. The TV actor had said
that Salman had spoken to her condescendingly.
In the episode from yesterday, Salman advised Rubina to
not use his name to attract eyeballs. He said, "Ab samaan
wali baat main touch karu ya na touch karu, yeh aap mujhe
bataye kyuki agar main isko touch karunga toh main ekdum bheetar
iske ghus jaauga. Dekho aap andar khel rahi ho bahut accha khel rahi
ho lekin iss khel main mujhe shamil mat karo aap (Now, shall I
address the ‘samaan’ issue? Because if I do, then I will address it in
detail. Look, you’re playing well, but please don’t include me in
your games)." Salman further told Rubina, "Main aapka compe-
tition nahi hoon, main aapka host hoon, aap mere ghar mein reh rahe
ho. Toh please, iss galatfemi mein mat rehein, kyunki yeh galatfemi
ka gubaara aapke sar pe phootega (I am not your competitor, I am
your host, you’re staying in my house. So please, be aware of this,
otherwise your plans might backfire)." Twitter was divided over the
interaction. While some fans felt that Rubina had crossed a
line, others felt that Salman shouldn’t have made the re-
marks in the first place.
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Radhika Apte reveals why she
married Benedict Taylor despite
being 'not a big marriage person'

2020 Indian Film Festival of Melbourne to pay tribute
to Rishi Kapoor, Irrfan Khan, Sushant Singh Rajput

Ir rfan Khan, Rishi Kapoor and Sushant Singh Rajput's tragic deaths
have lef t a huge void in the Indian film industry. The three actors
passed away earlier this year and they are remembered fondly by
their families and fans every day. To pay them a tribute, Indian Film
Festival of Melbourne 2020 has decided to screen their films to com-
memorate their legacy. The films include Ir rfan Khan's Song of Scor-
pion, Rishi Kapoor's 102 Not Out and Sushant Singh Rajput's Kedarnath.
Talking about the same, Australian-Indian filmmaker Mitu Bhowmick
Lange said in a statement, "Ar tistes live on through their legacy. These
were some fine men who did some incredible movies that resonated
with everyone. It was impor tant for us to celebrate their memory. We
handpicked some great films for our audience so that we relive a few

of their lives with them. Their loss to the film industry is irrevocable
but the magic of their movies will continue to enter tain generations
hereafter." Talking about The Song of Scorpions, the film is a Swiss-
French-Singaporean Rajasthani language drama released in 2017. It
was premiered at the 70th Locarno Film Festival and also starred
Golshifteh Farahani as a tribal woman learning the ancient ar t of
healing. The film is directed by Anup Singh and produced by Saskia
Vischer, Shahaf Peled and Michel Merkt.
102 Not Out directed by Umesh Shukla starred Amitabh Bachchan as
Rishi Kapoor's on-screen father. Whereas Kedarnath star ring Sushant
Singh Rajput was helmed by Abhishek Kapoor and marked Sara Ali
Khan's Bollywood debut.

'You are the worst product of nepotism': Kangana Ranaut
hits back at Uddhav Thackeray for ganja fields comment

Actor Kangana Ranaut has hit back at Maharashtra Chief Minister
Uddhav Thackeray after the leader spoke at the annual Dussehra rally
of the par ty on Sunday and refer red to the actor’s infamous "PoK"
tweet without taking her name.
He said, "Mumbai is PoK, there are drug addicts everywhere – they
are painting such a picture. They don’t know in our house we grow
tulsi, not ganja. Ganja fields are in your state, you know where, not in
our Maharashtra," referring to Kangana’s home state Himachal
Pradesh. On Monday, to this, Kangana, in a series of tweets responded
to the CM and wrote, "Chief Minister you are a very petty person,
Himachal is called Dev Bhumi it has the maximum number of temples
also no zero crime rate, yes it has a very fer tile land it grows apples,
kiwis, pomegranate, strawberries one can grow anything here."
She fur ther added, "You being a leader having such a vengeful, myo-
pic and ill-informed views about a state which has been the abode of
Lord Shiva and Maa Parvati along with many great saints like
Markandya and Manu Rishi, Pandavas spent a large par t of their exile

in Himachal Pardesh."
You should be ashamed of yourself chief minister, being a public
servant you are indulging in petty fights, using your power to insult,
damage and humiliate people who don’t agree with you, you don’t
deserve the chair you have acquired by playing dir ty politics. SHAME,"
she added. Kangana also referred to Sanjay Raut recently calling her
"haramkhor" and said, "Raut called me Haramkhor now Uddhav called
me namak haram, he is claiming I won’t get food in my state if Mumbai
does not give me shelter, shame on you I am your son’s age this is
how you speak to a self made single woman, Chief Minister you are
the worse product of nepotism." She added, "Chief Minister I am not
drunk on my father’s power and wealth like you, if I wanted to be a
nepotism product I could have stayed back in Himachal, I hail from a
renowned family, I didn’t want to live off on their wealth and favours,
some people have self respect and self wor th. The Shiv Sena-led
coalition government has been at the receiving end of criticism by
Kangana over the death of Sushant Singh in June this year.

Actor Radhika Apte opened up about getting married to British
musician Benedict Taylor in 2012 and said that though she
doesn't believe in the institution of marriage she only got mar-
ried because it was "easier to get a visa".
Radhika, who has been in London since the lockdown with
Benedict said this while she was talking to actor Vikrant
Massey. The two were answering "other" questions about them-
selves that they are not usually asked in interviews.
In response to the question "When did Radhika Apte get mar-
ried?", she said, "Well, when I realised that it is easier to get a
visa when you are married. I think there should be no bound-
aries. I am not a big marriage person, I don’t believe in the
institution. I got married because a visa was really a problem
and we wanted to live together. I think that’s not fair." On the
work front, Radhika last appeared in Raat Akeli Hai, alongside
Nawazuddin Siddiqui that was released on Netflix. The murder
mystery marked the directorial debut of casting director Honey
Trehan. Currently, Radhika is with Benedict in London, and in
an interview with Hindustan Times, she opened up about her
routine during self-isolation. "Just to have a routine was a nor-
mal thing. But, in this period, I ate well, exercised, tried to write
and watch, and did nothing, without any pressure of having to
be at any place. All of these have been really good things. But,
there have been too many bad things, too," she had said.

Rahul Vaidya sparks 'nepotism' debate
by nominating Jaan Kumar Sanu

In the nomination special episode of Bigg Boss 14 to be held on
Monday, Rahul Vaidya sparks nepotism debate by nominating Jaan
Kumar Sanu. The Indian Idol season one's second runner-up hits out
at Kumar Sanu's son and said that he hates nepotism. This shocks
everyone as per the latest promo. Nishant Singh Malkhani also tells
Rahul that the nepotism topic doesn't make sense inside the house.
Jaan also tells that he is for tunate that he is Kumar Sanu's son. He
also tells Rahul not to talk ill about his father and their fight almost get
physical. The channel airing Bigg Boss 14 shared the promo on their
Instagram page and wrote, "Kal uthega #BB14 ke ghar mein #Nepo-
tism ka bada mudda! Kaun hai sahi, kaun galat, dekhiye kal raat 10.30
baje only on #BiggBoss14! @rahulvaidyarkv @jaan.kumar.sanu."
Earlier during an interaction with DNA, Jaan had mentioned being a
fan of Bigg Boss. He had said, "I am, actually. I have been a fan of the
show for a very long time. I've seen all the seasons as an audience
and viewer. And now I'm getting to participate in it. So that's a big thing for
me. So I'm very, very excited about it..." When asked about his strategy, he
has said, "Honestly speaking, since I've been watching the show for a
very, very long time now, I have come to realize that you cannot have
a fixed strategy to win this game because it is ever-changing. And it is
very, very dynamic. Every season has some new outcome, some
new situations that we did not predict before. I think the only strategy
I would actually go in with is to be myself right from the beginning.



'It's just a game': Sakshi Dhoni
writes heartfelt post after CSK fails

to qualify for IPL 2020 playoffs

KAPIL DEV 'ABSOLUTELY FINE' AND DISCHARGED FROM HOSPITAL
AFTER ANGIOPLASTY, CHETAN SHARMA SHARES PICTURE

MS Dhoni's wife, Sakshi, reacted after Chennai Super Kings
(CSK) failed to secure a spot in the Indian Premier League
(IPL) 2020 playoffs on Sunday (October 25). Sakshi took to
social media and posted an elongated hear tfelt message
claiming that it is just a game and "no one wants to lose but
not all can be winners."
The last-placed side on the points table, CSK failed to make
it into the playoffs after Rajasthan Royals defeated Mumbai
Indians. Sakshi took to Instagram and shared a post which
read: "It's just a game.. You win some you lose some!! Years
gone by are witness to many enthralling victories and a few
agonising defeats! Celebrating one and being hear tbroken
by the other!! Some reasonable response others not so...
Some win, some lose and others miss...It's just a game!"
"Many preachers and varied reactions! Allow emotions not to
beat the very essence of sportsmanship.. It's just a game! No one
wants to lose, but not all can be winners! When struck down,
stunned, the walk back from the field seems long." "Jubilant
sounds and sighs add to the pain, inner strength takes con-
trol It's all just a game!! You were winners then, you are
winners now! Tr ue war riors are born to fight as they will
always be Super Kings in our hear ts and in our minds!!" she
added. CSK on Sunday defeated Royal Challengers Banga-
lore (RCB) by eight wickets at the Dubai International Sta-
dium. Ruturaj Gaikwad played an unbeaten knock of 65 runs,
helping his team to chase down a target of 146 runs.

Hardik Pandya becomes first Indian player
to achieve THIS unique feat in IPL history

Star Indian allrounder Hardik Pandya managed to achieve a
unique feat during Mumbai Indians' 8-wicket loss against
Rajasthan Royals (RR) in the IPL 2020 on Sunday (October).
Hardik, who is widely renowned for his power-hitting and
explosive display with the bat, was in top touch against RR
and played a lightning 21-ball 60 innings for the Mumbai
side. During his stormy knock, the allrounder struck four
sixes in one over. RR skipper Steve Smith gave the ball to
Ankit Rajput in search of a breakthrough but Pandya shot the
Indian pacer for four maximums in his six deliveries. This
was also the second time that Hardik managed to do strike
four sixes in an over in the IPL which makes him the first
Indian player in the league to do so. Opting to bat first, Mumbai
Indians did not get off to a good star t as opener Quinton de
Kock (6) was clean bowled by Jofra Archer in the very first
over of the innings. Ishan Kishan and Suryakumar Yadav
then got together at the crease and the duo bought the in-
nings back on track for Mumbai Indians.

THE WORLD CUP-WINNING CAPTAIN KAPIL DEV WHO HAD AN ANGIOPLASTY IS NOW "ABSOLUTELY FINE" AND HAS BEEN
DISCHARGED FROM THE HOSPITAL, FORMER CRICKETER CHETAN SHARMA TWEETED.

CSK vs KKR: Ravindra Jadeja sixes hand CSK
win, leave KKR play-off hopes hanging by a thread

Ravindra Jadeja put Kolkata Knight Riders (KKR) on IPL exit route
with two sixes in the last over to win a match by six wickets that
Chennai Super Kings (CSK) looked to have lost at different junctures.
After Pat Cummins bowled an 18th over yielding only four and leav-
ing CSK on 143/4 chasing 173, Lockie Ferguson kept it tight till
the four th ball when the dew did him in and Jadeja smacked a full
toss for four. A no ball went for three, the free hit dispatched for
six, an outside edge fetched four and from 146/4 after 18.3, CSK
needed 10 off the last over.
Kamlesh Nagarkoti kept it to seven off the last two but then Jadeja
smoked those sixes, finishing the night on 31 off 11 balls.
It took till their penultimate league game for KKR to bat as a unit. For
the first time in 13 games, coach Brendon McCullum’s fluid batting
order—one which has had five openers and seven players at No. 4—
survived a power play without losing a wicket.
Having tried a sweep first ball and perished against Kings XI Punjab,
Nitish Rana left deliveries but that was okay because his opening
par tner Shubman Gill had star ted with successive boundaries. After
getting to 10 off 17 balls, Rana attacked Michell Santner, sweeping
two boundaries and swinging the left-arm spinner for a six to move to

24 off 21. From then on, Rana held the innings together using his feet
against spinners, sweeping boundaries in an arc from square-leg to
fine-leg and reaching his third half-century of the season.
CSK spinners had choked the runs but with three successive sixes off
Karn Sharma in the 16th, Rana turned things around. That over yielded
19 and the next four overs fetched 47 as KKR reached 172/5. On way
to that score, Rana got to his highest IPL score of 87 (61b; 4x10; 6x4)
and Dinesh Kar thik scored 21 off 10.
With Cummins hitting his line, KKR were really chirpy when CSK
began. Shane Watson and Ruturaj Gaikwad added 50 for the first
wicket till Varun Chakravar thy got the big Australian. Gaikwad again
showed why he deserved to be playing more than his fifth game. He
got to his second successive half-century hitting glorious drives be-
tween cover and mid-off sometimes moving away to make room and
on other occasions, checking the shot. Having kept CSK under pres-
sure till the 10th over, KKR got Rana to bowl and Ambati Rayudu and
Gaikwad took 16 and 14 off the next from Ferguson. Nagarkoti then
went for 12 and suddenly CSK were back in the game. Chakravar thy
got Dhoni and dropped Sam Curran in the same over but KKR still
managed to pull it back. And then they lost to Jadeja.

CSK VS KKR: CHAKRAVARTHY GOT DHONI AND DROPPED SAM CURRAN IN THE SAME
OVER BUT KKR STILL MANAGED TO PULL IT BACK. AND THEN THEY LOST TO JADEJA.“
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Hardik Pandya's classy gesture towards 'Black Lives
Matter' movement is taking over internet by storm

Mumbai Indians allrounder Hardik Pandya won millions of hear ts as
he became the first player in the IPL 2020 to take a knee to showcase
his fullfledged suppor t to the 'Black Lives Matter' movement during
his side's loss to Rajasthan Royals at Sheikh Zayed Stadium on Sun-
day (October 25). In the match, Hardik played a lightning unbeaten
knock of 60 off just 21 balls to take Mumbai Indians past the 190-run
mark. During his quick knock, Pandya smashed seven sixes and two
fours as well. The 27-year-old targeted Ankit Rajpoot and Kartik Tyagi's
overs and smashed 54 off 13 balls from them. Hardik smashed his
half-century in the 19th over and celebrated it by going down on a
knee with his right arm raised to show solidarity against racism and
suppor t the 'Black Lives Matter' movement.
Hardik posted a picture of his gesture on his Instagram and Twitter
handle after the game with the caption, "BlackLivesMatter".
The 'Black Lives Matter' movement had gained momentum after the

death of an African-American man named George Floyd in May this
year, following a police officer, later identified as Derek Chauvin,
pressed his knee on Floyd's neck as suggested by the viral videos.
Ever since Floyd's demise, many spor tspersons have come out to
talk about their experience with racism.
Also, Sunrisers Hyderabad and West Indies all-rounder Jason Holder
had expressed his disappointment over cricketers having no discus-
sion over BLM in the IPL.
Meanwhile, Mumbai Indians had to face a crushing defeat after Ben
Stokes slammed a century to guide Rajasthan Royals to a compre-
hensive eight-wicket win.
With this win, Rajasthan Royals has now moved to sixth place in the
points table with 10 points while Mumbai Indians are still in the top
spot with 14 points. Mumbai Indians will next lock horns with Royal
Challengers Bangalore (RCB) on Wednesday, October 25.

RCB skipper Virat Kohli becomes first batsman in
IPL history to achieve these TWO milestones

In the ‘Kaveri derby’ Chennai Su-
per Kings (CSK) vs Royal Chal-
lengers Bangalore (RCB), the
former team won by eight wick-
ets at the Dubai International Sta-
dium, Dubai. Despite the loss, the
Virat Kohli-led RCB continues to

remain at the third spot. The skip-
per himself had scored a half-
century in 42-balls.
During the course of his innings,
Kohli became the first batsman
in IPL history to hit both 200 sixes
and 500 fours. During his knock,

the RCB captain became the third
Indian and overall the fifth player
to smash 200 IPL sixes. CSK cap-
tain MS Dhoni has hit the most
IPL sixes among Indians (216),
followed by Mumbai Indians (MI)
captain Rohit Sharma (209).

As for the clash, CSK keep their
dream to qualify for the IPL 2020
playoffs alive. MS Dhoni’s side, who
were at the bottom of the table have
now climbed to the seventh spot.

SUNIL GAVASKAR REVEALS WHAT HE THINKS
IS THE REASON BEHIND KXIP’S COMEBACK

It mist have been difficult to
be KL Rahul during the initial
stage of the league phase in
IPL 2020. The stylish bats-
man was leading an IPL side
for the first time and doing al-
most everything right as a
batsman. His effor ts as a
wicket-keeper were an added
bonus for his team and there
wasn’t much to find fault with
his captaincy too. Yet, Kings
XI Punjab, his team, was finding different ways to lose matches. His team lost their opening match
in a super over. But Rahul took matters in his hand and stroked a fluent century against Royal
Challengers Bangalore to get the season going for his team. He took over the leadership in the
Orange Cap table - most runs in the season - and continues to be on top till now.
But his per formance with the bat weren’t enough to stop his team from lost 5 matches on the trot.
After 7 matches, which was the half-way stage in the league phase, KXIP were rock bottom with
just 2 points and almost everyone considered the campaign doomed. But Rahul and his coach Anil
Kumble didn’t. They rank in impor tant changes in the team, kept the adrenaline pumping and what
star ted a rearguard, which is now threatening to end with a place in the play-offs. KXIP take on KKR
in a crucial encounter on Monday as the winner of the match will end up occupying the fourth place
in the points. The Kings have won four matches on the trot, which includes victories against all
highly fancied sides. Former India captain and veteran commentator Sunil Gavaskar feels this has
been possible due to the fighting spirit of KXIP coach and former India great Anil Kumble. Speaking
exclusively on Star Spor ts show Cricket Live, Gavaskar praised KL Rahul for his captaincy and
spoke on how Anil Kumble is a fighter and how his spirit has been transfer red to KXIP. “You know,
they have just found the winning way! They seem to have lost that at the star t of the tournament. Remember,
every time they were close to winning and they went into the super over in their first-ever game and then again, after
that they were losing in the final overs. “Then, somewhere down the line, they found that key, that takes them to a win
and the last few games, they have played exceptional cricket. Last match, to defend a 126 takes a
lot of doing, takes a lot of self-belief and that’s what they showed,” the Indian cricket legend opined.

The Board of Control for Cricket in India (BCCI) on Monday an-
nounced the squad for the upcoming limited-overs expedition against
Australia. Both teams are going to play 3 match ODI series starting
on14 January 2020 at the famous Wankhede Stadium, Mumbai
India’s premier Fast bowler Jasprit Bumrah has recovered from a
back injury and been named in India’s one-day international squad
for their upcoming series. While Bhuvenshwar Kumar and Deepak
Chahar are already injured and unfit, he will have a huge role to
play. Bumrah, India’s leading bowler at this year ’s World Cup with
18 wickets, sustained a stress fracture in his lower back and has
been out of action since September.
Opener Shikhar Dhawan has also returned for the matches in
Mumbai (on January 14), Rajkot (Jan 17) and Bengaluru (Jan
19) after missing the recent ODI series against the West
Indies due to a deep cut to his left knee.
There are still no news for the return of MS Dhoni. In the
recently phased interview of MSK prasad, he clearly men-
tioned that he needs to play cricket first in order to be eli-
gible for selection. Dhoni hasn’t played any competit ive
cricket since the world cup final. Meanwhile the premier
allrounder Hardik Pandya is recovering from the Injury and
being selected for the IND A squad for the NZ tour.
Australia have also named their 14 men squad for this 3
match ODI series. The new young run machine Marnus
Labuschagne is all set for an ODI debut, while the likes of
Sean Abbott, Ashton Agar and Josh Hazlewood have also
returned to the one-day set-up.
There was no room for  Usman Khawaja, Glenn Maxwell, Marcus
Stoinis or Nathan Lyon. All these players had a great domestic
season but Australia is going through a transition phase and would
like to bring new faces against the mighty Indians at their own
backyard. Coach Langer and Finch have mentioned in their inter-
views that Maxwell stats haven’t justified the potential that he brings
to the table, but if he per forms well he could be considered for the
future series.
Here is the full squad for both the teams:
Australia squad: Aaron Finch (c), Sean Abbott, Ashton Agar, Alex
Carey (vc), Pat Cummins (vc), Peter Handscomb, Josh Hazlewood,
Marnus Labuschagne, Kane Richardson, Steve Smith, Mitchell
Starc, Ashton Turner, David Warner, Adam Zampa
India squad: Virat Kohli, Rohit Sharma, Shikhar Dhawan, KL Rahul,
Shreyas Iyer, Manish Pandey, Kedar Jadhav, Rishabh Pant (wk),
Shivam Dube, Ravindra Jadeja, Yuzvendra Chahal, Kuldeep Yadav,
Navdeep Saini, Jasprit Bumrah, Shardul Thakur, Mohammed Shami

Australia Tour of India 2020:
Match Details, Schedule, Time

Table, Venue and Squad Updates
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